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I came away from the Chicago Linear Collider Workshop in January with the sense that research
and development work by university groups not already involved through participation in SLD is at
a very early stage. Linear collider R&D work at Fermilab is also at an early stage, with its focus on
a variety of technical issues (such as the detector’s muon subsystem), and has not yet reached the
point where FNAL is concentrating on drawing previously uninvolved university groups into
collaboration. It seemed evident at the workshop that many university groups not yet involved are
interested in participating, but it was unclear how one should get started, or how R&D support
would be arranged and managed. This isn’t surprising-- with the recent Snowmass and HEPAP
subpanel reports, the effort to build a linear collider is rapidly becoming the focus of a much larger
portion of the HEP community. For those of us who have been concentrating on other projects it is
natural for our initial paths to be uncertain at this early stage. My impression is that US
involvement in detector R&D has been focused more strongly on simulations than on hardware
studies; hardware efforts have been principally done abroad.

This seems like an opportunity! Rather than seeing how it might fit into an already-existing
organization (since there isn’t one yet), a university group could assess its own interests and
preferences and pursue an R&D program in a fashion perhaps better suited to its members than
would be the case with an externally-imposed, pre-existing structure. Since an LC effort with major
US participation has to start somewhere as it makes the transition into a large national effort, why
not take some of the initiative ourselves in order to help shape how this comes about? Having early
influence on the ultimate shape of the environment in which we collaborate seems sensible to me.

Proactive participation (rather than simply seeking existing efforts to join) is likely to have all sorts
of other advantages:
•  It is possible that some groups will be able to obtain state support for their efforts, in a fashion

similar to the Illinois Consortium for Accelerator Research’s MUCOOL effort.
•  Having less structure in the early stages, when a wide variety of R&D topics are available,

might more easily lead to interesting collaborations with our colleagues in other areas (material
science and condensed matter physics, for example).

The R&D work itself holds the promise of providing a good source of:
•  projects of relatively short duration suitable for participation by undergraduates and pre-thesis

research graduate students;
•  hardware projects for postdocs who might otherwise only have the chance to work on data

analysis;
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•  sophisticated projects to be led by junior faculty in need of recognition when being evaluated
for tenure;

•  intellectual stimulation to senior faculty starting to worry about getting stale.

There are currently R&D efforts underway involving university groups which have had a focus on
projects based at SLAC such as SLD; Cornell is beginning to discuss R&D efforts with groups on
CLEO. It is sensible to consider an effort with a Fermilab base comprising those groups who are
close to, or have worked at Fermilab. Geographical proximity would make collaboration among
several groups working on a common project simpler, but is only one consideration. It would be
natural to use Fermilab as a place for occasional meetings, and a source of administrative aid for
help with the allocation of federal funds and logistical and engineering support.

I suspect that having a clear sense of our own interests and desires before committing to anything
would be wise: understanding what sorts of technologies we’d like to use in an R&D project, what
sorts of detector and accelerator systems we might be interested in, how we would like to interact
with others who are, or are becoming, involved in R&D. This would need to be coupled to the
process of our learning about the needs of the LC effort (what should we actually work on?) but it
ought to be easy to get help from those already involved. For example, Dave Burke (SLAC) has
mentioned the possibility of sending experts from SLAC to discuss technical issues with university
groups in order to get them started on projects.

The steps we might consider taking to initiate a University-based LC R&D effort might be the
following (this list is the “roadmap” of the title):

1. Discuss LC and detector R&D with colleagues at our home universities to see who is interested,
and what possible time scales they might have in mind.

2. Discuss the sorts of technologies which might be of interest to pursue with our home-university
colleagues. (For example, at UIUC we are strong in board-level electronics but do not [yet!] do
ASIC work. It might be sensible for us to concentrate on electronics-dominated projects, or it might
be fun for us to learn about something completely new.)

3. Read through the LC reference detector design descriptions to begin developing a sense of what
systems might be the most interesting to us to work on; do the same with whatever accelerator
design description is appropriate.

4. Meet at FNAL to discuss:
(a) what interests us. Perhaps natural possibilities for large-scale collaborative efforts across several
universities will occur to us.
(b) possible ideas for interaction with Fermilab as a source of logistical, organizational and
technical support. (We might want to do something different from just "signing on" with something
already being managed by FNAL.)
(c) how to approach whatever steering committee for R&D exists for the LC
(d) possible ways to get state support as well as federal support

5. During the same trip, discuss informally with Fermilab and the "LC Steering Committee":
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(a) what is already going on elsewhere
(b) what, in their estimation, needs to be done, and the sequence of various projects
(c) ways to organize the effort and support flow.

6. Talk among ourselves, decide what we really want to do, and when.

7. Iterate steps 4 through 6 until convergence.

8. Develop clear descriptions of the objectives of various R&D efforts, as well as timelines for
them. We might need to require that release of funds past initial starter money will be contingent on
accomplishment of previously established objectives. (It will be important for the entire LC project
that everything stay on budget, so we may need to get used to this.)

9. Work on proposals, consortium creation, etc. etc. in parallel with getting some R&D efforts
underway.

10. Meet periodically among ourselves and also with the larger LC effort and assess how it's going.
There will need to be periodic review of progress and timelines.

I spoke with Mike Witherell, Ken Stanfield, and Gene Fisk of FNAL about the idea of a university
group R&D effort which would use Fermilab as a hub for its efforts. They were interested and
supportive. (Please keep in mind that it’s not my place to speak for them!) I also discussed this with
P.K .Williams at the Department of Energy; he was encouraging.

I have been making phone calls to a random set of people I know at universities in the midwest to
discuss the possibility of moving forward on LC R&D. Generally, most (but not all) of the people I
have called have been interested, though busy with ongoing projects and teaching. My call list is
not meant to be exhaustive! I’d rather do lab work than make phone calls, so it’s been a rather
haphazard endeavor, and I haven’t made an effort to call a representative of each university’s HEP
group. It is, however, a start.

What might we do next? I propose the following:
•  decide if people in your university’s HEP group are interested in working on an LC accelerator

or detector R&D project. If so, give some thought to when you’d actually be starting the work.
•  offer your own thoughts and comments on how to go about launching a broader LC R&D effort

in the middle of the country. What should we do differently from my “roadmap” list?
•  even though we’re all busy, meet at FNAL [April 5 s being discussed now] to tackle items 4, 5,

and 6 on the “roadmap” and decide how to proceed.

This has ended up being more long-winded than I intended— sorry! If you have thoughts about
this, please let me know what you think.

George Gollin
University of Illinois


